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Ethnic studies once again finds itself in the crosshairs of
conservative Republicans hell-bent on preserving white privilege
and power by defining “being American” as synonymous with their
possessive investment in whiteness. 2 The U.S. culture wars,
rearing its ugly head in its fullest form in the late 1980s, never
seem to go away but simply resurface every decade or so in a new
context. It is much like cultural critic George Lipsitz describes as:
“There has always been racism in the United States, but it has not
always been the same racism. Political and cultural struggles over
power have shaped the contours and dimensions of racism
differently in different eras.” 3
By its organizational design of de-centering and coalition
building, 4 LatCrit acknowledged the culture wars in the early
2000s with their “Countering Kulturkampf” theme at LatCrit IX
Conference. 5 U.S. culture wars origin stories vary, but one
1 Associate Professor of Language, Culture and Society and the Director of
the Center for Latino/a Studies and Engagement (CL@SE) at Oregon State
University.
2 See generally G EORGE LIPSITZ, THE
POSSESSIVE INVESTMENT IN
WHITENESS 4-5 (1998) (analyzing what is at stake when we see white privilege
defended, under what he deems the white spatial imaginary).
3 Id. In a similar fashion, Lipsitz is fond of riffing Malcolm X’s famous line,
“Racism is like a Cadillac, they bring out a new model every year.” Id. at 182.
4 See generally Margaret E. Montoya & Francisco Valdes, “Latinas/os” and
The Politics of Knowledge Production: LatCrit Scholarship and Academic
Activism as Social Justice Action, 83 IND. L.J. 1197 (2008) (explaining the
structure, goals, and methodology of groups in the LatCrit movement).
5 See generally Charles R. Venator Santiago, Countering Kulturkampf
Politics Through Critique And Justice Pedagogy, 50 VILL. L. REV . 50 (2005)
[hereinafter Santiago] (describing the politics of Kulturkampf); Charles R.
Venator Santiago, Countering Kulturkampf Politics Through Critique and
Justice Pedagogy, Race, Kulturkampf, and Immigration, 35 SETON HALL L.
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CRIT: LATINA
ANDDesire
LATINO
RITICAL LEthnic
EGAL TStudies
HEORY,
(parenthetical);
Lupe LSATSalinas,
Arizona's
to C
Eliminate
INC, http://www.latcrit.org/content/campo-sano/
(lastLatino
visitedStudents
July 5, 2014).
Programs:
A Time to Take the Pill and to Engage
in Critical
8 Id.
Education
about Their History, 14 HARV . LATINO L. REV . 301 (2011) (giving
9 Id.
examples
where a state has sought to ban the study of a cultural heritage).
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generally
are the threads
agreed-upon
that connect
starting Kulturkampf,
point stems perceived
from the threats
infamous
to
speech
white privilege,
by then-presidential
fundamental
candidate
truth claims
Patrick about
Buchanan
cultural
in 1992
and
declaring
historical the
awareness,
culture war:
and“There
the castigation
is a religious
of war
ethnic
going
studies
on in and
our
country
racializedfor communities/scholars
the soul of America. It as
is aalways
culturalsomehow
war, as critical
“lesser.”
to
the
Starting
kind with
of nation
the recent
we will
contribution
one day beinasthe
wasPresumed
the Cold War
Incompetent
itself.” 6
I build on were
thosemore
insights
demonstrate
how
ethnic
Buchanan’s
fully to
articulated
in the
writings
collection, 13 sentiments
studies
defined J.asBennett,
“lesser” E.D.
based
on master
of
of
Allan becomes
Bloom, William
Hirsch,
Dineshframes
D’Sousa,
7 Conservatives
incompetence
deployed
by aherracialized,
institutionalized
logic of
and
Dianne Ravitch
(before
recent conversion).
higher education.
Why is ethnic studies knowledge deemed dangerous? I end by
REV . 1155 (2005) [hereinafter Santiago, Race] (analyzing culture wars and
explaining
recent developments and contours in ethnic studies
their politics with regard to education, race and immigration); Francisco
scholarship
provide
example from
an. L.allegorical
REV . 1135
Valdes, Culture and
by Law:
Backlashanas Jurisprudence,
50 VILL
(2005)
[hereinafter
Jurisprudence]
the consequences
of
deportation
case Valdes,
that connects
past (explaining
and present,
theory and
backlash
law and
society); Francisco
"We Are
of
practice,Kulturkampf
academiaon and
community,
and Valdes,
unjust
lawNow
and
the
View": Backlash
Activism,
Cultural
and the ethnic
Kulturkampf
to
movements
for social
justice
(all Cleansing,
quintessentially
studies
Resurrect the Old Deal, 35 SETON HALL L. REV . 1407 (2005) [hereinafter
activities).
Valdes, Old Deal] (describing recent culture war cases and their effect); Denise

Ferreira da Silva, Introduction: The Global Matrix and the Predicament of
S CULTURE
ARS
: A PRECURSOR
"Postmodernisms":
Introduction
to W
the
Critique
of Kulturkampf, 35 SETON
I. An
1980
HALL L. REV . 1281 (2005) (explaining the criticisms of Kulturkampf); Martha
T. McCluskey,
Elitist: wars
The were
Cultural
of
The first How
shotsEquality
fired inBecame
the culture
partPolitics
of what
Economics from the Court to the "Nanny Wars",
35 SETON HALL L. REV . 1291
14
challenging the gains
Valdes identifies as backlash politics
(2005) (analyzing culture wars from an economic standpoint); Sylvia R. Lazos
fought
for
during
protest
movements
seeking
rights,
Vargas, "Kulturkampf[s]" or "fit[s] of spite"?: Taking the women’s
Academic Culture
SETONanti-war
HALL L. Rforeign
EV . 1309policy,
(2005) (explaining
the human
need to
minority
civil 35
rights,
decolonizing
Wars
Seriously,
take
academic
Luna, Buchanan’s
Introduction:
rights,
LGBT culture
rights,wars
andseriously);
New LeftGuadalupe
politics. T.
Though
Kulturkampf
Racial Identities
Colonizing
Structures,
35
presidential Revelations,
candidate speech
is a keyandmarker,
a book
released
SETON HALL L. REV . 1191 (2005) (focusing on the politics of racial identity).
four years previously set the tone for white male privilege angst.
Other scholarly works explore the legal relationship between Native American
The Black
Closingidentities
of the and
American
Mind, See
charted
range
of
and
Kulturkampf.
Carla a D.wide
Pratt,
Tribal
Kulturkampf:
The
Role embody
of Race social
Ideologyconservatism
in Constructing
American
positions that
would
wellNative
into the
next
Identity,
Seton
HallinL.American
Rev. 1241, exceptionalism,
PAGE# (2005) (examining
the law’s
century. 35The
belief
the superiority
of
narrative
of white supremacy
and and
black rights
inferiority
to shapeonly
Native
Western use
rationality,
natural law,
adhering
to
American identities).
individuals
continue to shape the culture wars debate today.
6
JAMES D. HUNTER & ALAN WOLFE , IS THERE A CULTURE WAR? A
Bloom
states,
“For AND
theAMERICAN
Founders,
minorities
areDionne,
in general
bad
DIALOGUE ON VALUES
PUBLIC
LIFE 1 (E.J.
Jr. Michael
Cromartie
eds., 2006).
things, namely
identical to factions, selfish groups who have no
7 See generally ALLAN BLOOM , THE CLOSING
OF Bloom,
THE AMERICAN
MIND
the common
concern
as such for the common good.” 15 For
(1988)
(explaining
the American
education student’s
souls law
are
good could only how
be understood
as higher
the reinstallation
of natural
impoverished due to the higher education system failing democracy); DINESH
qua rights of the individual. His vehemently anti-minority stance
D’SOUZA, ILLIBERAL EDUCATION; THE POLITICS OF RACE AND SEX ON CAMPUS
is
not [hereinafter
totalizing, D’S
but
countering
what he
sees
thegender
excesses
of
OUZA
1998] (discussing
how
raceasand
politics
(1998)
D’SOUZA, in
THEhis
END
OF to
RACISM
: PRINCIPLES
FOR A
affect
scholarship);
relativism,
whichDINESH
is reflected
call
protect
the majority
M
ULTICULTURAL
(1995)seeking
[hereinafter
OUZA He
1995]
(examining
from
those “badSOCIETY
minorities”
group D’S
rights.
identifies
the
HIRSCH
whether
an inherent
learned
trait); E.D.
United racial
Statesprejudice
as theis city
on the orhill,
attendant
with
the,
CULTURAL LITERACY: WHAT EVERY AMERICAN NEEDS TO K NOW (1988)
perfectability thesis of American exceptionalism, and staunch
(arguing that America is failing to teach children the basic knowledge that is
required to function in society); DIANNE RAVITCH, NATIONAL STANDARDS IN
AMERICAN EDUCATION: A CITIZEN'S G UIDE (1990) [hereinafter RAVITCH 1990]
13 PRESUMED
INCOMPETENT
: THE and
INTERSECTIONS
RACE AND Ceducation
LASS FOR
(analyzing
the history,
purpose,
effects of OF
nationalized
WOMEN IN AD
CADEMIA
IANNE RAVITCH
1 (Gabriella
, THE Guiterrez
REVISIONISTS
y Muhs
REVISED
et al. :eds.,
A CRITIQUE
2012). OF THE
standards);
14 Valdes,
RADICAL
ATTACK
Old ON
Deal,THE
supra
SCHOOLS
note 5, (1978)
at 1411.
[hereinafter
Though hisRAVITCH
purpose 1978]
is to
(rebutting
critically interrogate
critiques that
backlash
public jurisprudence,
schools are tools
hisused
nod byto the
general
government
forms to
of
oppress
backlashindividuals).
and retrenchment
Seemingly politics
followingis the
a lead
helpful
of Ariana
analytical
Huffington
approach
in the
to
recognition
understand of
thetheir
fin de
past
siécle
errors,
U.S.Ravitch’s
culture wars.
most recent two books are rebukes of
Bloom,
suprainnote
7, at 12.she advocated at the height of the culture wars.
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defender of
different
from
theits
Constitution
predecessors,
andparticularly
Founding Fathers
since it as
hadprotectors
the benefit
of
individual
of
two yearsrights.
of planning.
According to Bloom, the greatest threat was in
higher
Like
education
the shiftso inBloom
conference
saw himself
scheduling,
as the
other
defender
changes
of Great
have
It within
is important
to entity,
note the
contextconcerted
that Bloom’s
taken
Books. 16
place
the LatCrit
including
efforts
understated
is ofagainst
the Black power
movement
so
to
continue abattle
process
institutionalization.
In recent
years, he
there
opposed
resigning
his position
in protest
of
has
beenata Cornell,
growing eventually
focus on how
to capitalize
on its critical
niche,
universitycultivating
administration’s
acceding
to the
demandsscholars,
of students
continue
the next
generation
of critical
and
17 along.
for an autonomous
African
Americanjurisprudence
Studies department.
ensure
that the baton
of outsider
is passed
The cottage
of conservative
culture
war books
meant
Internally,
the industry
organization
has shifted,
including
a gradual
the 1990s ofsaw
spate in
of leadership,
material from
E.D.
changing
the a guard
so toDinesh
speak, D’Souza,
as well as
a
Hirsch, Dianne
Ravitch, and William
J. Bennett.
sought
to
downsizing
in administration.
For example,
from All
2008
to the
venerate the
American
individualism
as intentionally
the successor downsized,
of the Western
present,
Board of
Directors was
with
tradition.
higherof Board
education,
claimedby that
a
growing In
number
seats D’Souza
being occupied
junior“most
law
American 6 universities have diluted or displaced their ‘core
professors.
Another inmajor
development
LatCrit’s
acquisition
of a
curriculum’
the great
works of isWestern
Civilization
to make
physical
for the
organization.
The property,
Campo
Sano
room for space
new course
requirements
stressing
non-Western
cultures,
Whereas
Bloom
(Spanish
for “Camp
Healthy,”
or more literally,
“Camp
Sanity”),
is
Afro-American
Studies,
and Women’s
Studies.” 18
a ten-acre parcel of land located in Central Florida. 7 Purchased by
LatCrit in 2011, the space is home to The Living Justice Center
16
Bloom’s
useCommunity
of capitalization
should
suffice
to demonstrate
his
8 The
physical
facility serves
and the
LatCrit
Campus.
preference. Bloom capitalizes ideas and institutions that conform with his
as a means “to level the playing field and give LatCrit activists a
vision of American culture but he does not capitalize ‘blacks, whites, yellows”
9 The space is intended
fighting
be heard.”
but
does chance
capitalizeto religious
denominations
and all things “American” and
“Western” like the Founders and Southerners. Id. at 13. Great Books signals
the University
of Chicago
to teaching
the Western canon.
Hirsch and
to serve
as theapproach
hub of
their educational,
research,
Ravitchadvocacy
also defend
the activism
Western canon.
See generally
HIRSCH, supra
and
to remedy
the imbalance
andnote 7
(laying out western-centric facts that he would describe as being required for
deficiencies of the current legal system. Having an
culutural literacy); RAVITCH 1990, supra note 7 (advocating for national
independent
physical
base
has become
critical
education standards that
focus almost
exclusively
on western
nations). as
17 Along
the same lines,
Bloom
went to increasingly
great lengths toare
protect
universities
and law
schools
evenBlack
less
conservatives at Cornell who spoke out against the Willard Straight Hall
Takeover and attendant demands for an autonomous African-American
Studies department. Bloom was responsible for assisting a young student,
Naming
andtoLaunching
a New to
Discourse
of Criticaland
Legal
Scholarship,
2
Alan
Keyes,
secure admittance
another university
assisted
his
HARV . LATINO
L. REV . Bloom
1 (1997).
relocation
financially.
also defended a new economics professor,
LATINA &andLATINO
See Sowell,
also LatCrit
Biennial content
Conferences,
LATCRIT: questioned
Thomas
whose curricular
was profoundly
CRITICAL by
LEGAL
THEORY
, Left
INC.,students
http://latcrit.org/content/conferences/latcritprotested
Black and
New
matriculating at Cornell. Sowell’s
biennial-conferences/
(last visited
5, belief
2013) that
(providing
a list of the previous
response
to events is based
on his July
stated
African-American
conferences,
providing
direct links
to view
symposia articles
students wereand
neither
intellectually
qualified
nor sufficiently
culturedfor
for some
the
years
(found
by following
respective
year’s link
to its corresponding
Ivy League.
Sowell
castigates the
Cornell
administrators
for “admitting
students
webpage).
who would not meet the existing academic standards at Cornell. The emphasis
LatCrit ghetto
has developed
a of
substantial
body out
of scholarship
from
wasAdditionally,
on getting militant
kids, some
whom turned
to be hoodlums
several
other stand-alone
inter
alia the
South-North
Exchange,
the
who terrorized
other black symposia:
students, in
addition
to provoking
a racial
backlash
DIGEST LatCrit
(May
Study whites.”
Space Series,
the
International
and Comparative
Colloquia.
among
Thomas
Sowell,
The Day Cornell
Died, WEEKLY
3,
1999), available
Symposia,
LATCRITat: LATCRIT: LATINA & LATINO CRITICAL LEGAL THEORY,
Ihttp://www.weeklystandard.com/Content/Protected/Articles/000/000/010/395fu
NC.,
http://latcrit.org/content/publications/latcrit-symposium/
(last
visited
July 5, 2014).
zdx.asp.
Lest one think this battle is over, there are still faculty, alumni
6 These
include Professors
Marc-Tizoc
Freeman,
and
donors,
and administrators
at Cornell
fightingGonzález,
this battleAndrea
as evidenced
by the
César
GarcíaofHernández.
Aboutand
LatCrit,
supra
note 3to(listing
recent Cuahtémoc
2010 realignment
the AfricanaSee
Studies
Research
Center
the
professors
on the
Board
of Directors
and
their
respective law
reduce
its autonomy
andLatCrit
limitations
(including
several
failed
joint
schools).
appointments) restricting the other ethnic studies programs under
7 Campo Sano,
LATthat
CRIT“there
: LATINA
ATINO
CRITICAL
LEGAL
administrator
auspices
will AND
neverLbe
another
Africana”
andTHEORY,
Ilongstanding
NC, http://www.latcrit.org/content/campo-sano/
visited
July 5,
opposition of several white faculty (last
to ethnic
studies
as 2014).
a
8 Id.
legitimate
field of inquiry.
18Id.
9
D’SOUZA 1998, supra note 7, at 5.
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generally
preferred aagreed-upon
natural law
starting
basis, point
his successors
stems from
preferred
the infamous
Judeospeech
Christian
by then-presidential
belief systems as
candidate
the moral
Patrick
basis
Buchanan
of U.S. inhigher
1992
declaring
education,the
law,
culture
and government.
war: “There is
Restoring
a religious
thewar
culture
goingwars
on inback
our
country
to their for
religious
the soul
basis,
of America.
social conservatism
It is a cultural
in the
war,
1990s
as critical
took on to
a
the
much
kind
stronger
of nation
evangelical
we will orthodox
one day be
approach.
as was the Cold War itself.” 6
Buchanan’s
sentiments
were more
fully
articulated
in the
writings
The majority
of responses
to the
culture
wars have
come
from
of
Allan Bloom,
William
J. Bennett,
E.D. Hirsch,
Dinesh
academic
scholars
and often
the response
has been
in theD’Sousa,
form of
Conservatives
and
Dianne
Ravitchfinding
(beforeis her
conversion).
analysis.
A major
therecent
culture
wars were7 predominately
elite driven, not primarily of concern to general public; ergo, a
larger question often investigated, is there actually a culture war?
REV . 1155 (2005) [hereinafter Santiago, Race] (analyzing culture wars and
The scholar most responsible for analyzing the contours of the
their politics with regard to education, race and immigration); Francisco
culture
wars as
realasisJurisprudence,
University of50Virginia
REV . 1135
Valdes, Culture
by very
Law: much
Backlash
VILL. L.sociologist
(2005)
(explaining
the consequences
of
James [hereinafter
Davison Valdes,
Hunter.Jurisprudence]
Hunter sees
the battle
lines drawn
backlash
on law
and society); Francisco
Valdes,adherents
"We Are Now
of
between Kulturkampf
two camps:
traditionalist
or orthodox
and
the
View": Backlash
Cultural
Cleansing,
and the even
Kulturkampf
to
progressives.
This Activism,
distinction
transcends
religious,
political,
Resurrect the Old Deal, 35 SETON HALL L. REV . 1407 (2005) [hereinafter
lines but divides squarely along cultural lines. “These antagonisms
Valdes, Old Deal] (describing recent culture war cases and their effect); Denise
were playing
outIntroduction:
not just on The
the Global
surfaceMatrix
of social
is, in its
Ferreira
da Silva,
and life
the (that
Predicament
of
"Postmodernisms":
Introduction
to the Critique
of Kulturkampf,
35 SETON
cultural politics)Anbut
at the deepest
and most
profound levels,
and
H
ALLjust
L. Rat
EV .the
1281
(2005)
(explaining
theincriticisms
of Kulturkampf);
Martha
not
level
of ideology
but
its public
symbols, its myths,
T.
The Cultural
Politicsthat
of
its McCluskey,
discourse, How
and Equality
throughBecame
the Elitist:
institutional
structures
Economics from the Court to the "Nanny Wars",
35 SETON HALL L. REV . 1291
19
generate and sustain public culture.” These constitute a major
(2005) (analyzing culture wars from an economic standpoint); Sylvia R. Lazos
20 according to Hunter.
distinction
in the war of
Vargas, "Kulturkampf[s]"
orposition,
"fit[s] of spite"?:
Taking the Academic Culture
SETON Hto
ALLHunter
L. REV . have
1309 (2005)
(explaining
need to
responses
a major
source the
of concern
Wars Scholarly
Seriously, 35
take
academic
culture
wars aseriously);
Luna, States
Introduction:
in whether
there
is really
cultural Guadalupe
war in theT.United
or an
Kulturkampf
Racial
Identities
and Colonizing
35
elite-driven Revelations,
and fabricated
form
of symbolic
politics. Structures,
It is the Oz
SETON HALL L. REV . 1191 (2005) (focusing on the politics of racial identity).
metaphor of wizards behind the curtains manipulating symbols
Other scholarly works explore the legal relationship between Native American
and Black
lines ofidentities
divisionand
to either
furtherSeetheir
social
conservative
and
Kulturkampf.
Carla
D. Pratt,
Tribal
Kulturkampf:
The Role
Race Ideology
Constructinginstalled
Native American
agenda or obscure
theof widening
classininequalities
during
Identity,
35 Seton
Rev. 1241,
(2005)
(examining
law’s
the Reagan
era. Hall
AlanL.Wolfe
is keyPAGE#
to this
criticism.
“Thethe
culture
narrative
of white
supremacy
blackminds
inferiority
to shape Native
war has use
always
existed
more and
in the
of journalists
and
American identities).
21 What
political
activists
than
in
the
lives
of
ordinary
Americans.”
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JAMES D. HUNTER & ALAN WOLFE , IS THERE A CULTURE WAR? A
Wolfe
and
supporters
did not
envision
was Dionne,
the rise
of Fox
D
IALOGUE
ON his
VALUES
AND AMERICAN
PUBLIC
LIFE 1 (E.J.
Jr. Michael
Cromartie
eds.,Party
2006). fascism, Sarah Palin’s popularity, social media
News, Tea
7 See generally ALLAN BLOOM , THE CLOSING OF THE AMERICAN MIND
campaigns,
and rise of evangelical mega-churches stoking
(1988)
(explaining
how thealso
American
higher
education student’s
souls are
orthodoxy.
Naysayers
severely
underestimated
the backlash
impoverished due to the higher education system failing democracy); DINESH
politics against the election of Barack Obama that enlivened the
D’SOUZA, ILLIBERAL EDUCATION; THE POLITICS OF RACE AND SEX ON CAMPUS
social conservatism
Tea1998]
Party(discussing
politics. 22how race and gender politics
OUZA
(1998)
[hereinafter D’Sof

affect scholarship); DINESH D’SOUZA, THE END OF RACISM : PRINCIPLES FOR A
MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY (1995) [hereinafter D’SOUZA 1995] (examining
19 HUNTER
OLFE , supra
noteinherent
6, at 13. or learned trait); E.D. HIRSCH,
whether
racial& W
prejudice
is an
20 ANTONIO
LITERACY
G RAMSCI
: W,HAT
The ETransition
VERY AMERICAN
from theNEEDS
War of TO
Manoeuvre
K NOW (1988)
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CULTURAL
FROM
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NOTEBOOKS
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(arguing
War of Position,
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in SELECTIONS
is failing to
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that is
RAVITCH, social
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STANDARDSwas
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revolutionary,
large-scale
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required
to function
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A
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increasingly
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smaller 1990]
scale
(analyzing
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effects ofof nationalized
over hearts the
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more often
party politics education
and labor
IANNE REurope.
AVITCH, THE REVISIONISTS REVISED: A CRITIQUE OF THE
standards);
struggles in D
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21 HUNTER
RADICAL
ATTACK
& WOLFE
ON ,THE
supraSnote
CHOOLS
6, at (1978)
42.
[hereinafter RAVITCH 1978]
22 As Ravitch
to atone
for are
past
sins,
Bennett
D’Souza to
in
(rebutting
critiques writes
that public
schools
tools
used
by theand
government
particular
have engineered
thefollowing
backlashthe
against
writings, in
radio,
oppress
individuals).
Seemingly
lead ofObama
Arianain
Huffington
the
television, social
and film.
All of
D’Souza’s
anti-Obama
rants are
recognition
of theirmedia,
past errors,
Ravitch’s
most
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books are rebukes
of
accessible
on his website.
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Front
Page
Portal
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different
It isfrom
within
its this
predecessors,
wider context
particularly
of backlash
since and
it had
retrenchment
the benefit
that
of twoethnic
years studies
of planning.
has had to secure its place in higher education
and Like
much the
to the
shiftchagrin
in conference
of social scheduling,
conservatives,
other
mostly
changes
succeeded
have
taken
in terms
place
of university
within thecultural
LatCritdiversity
entity, including
requirements.
concerted
Levine
efforts
and
to
Cureton
continue
estimate
a process
that ofbyinstitutionalization.
1991, 48 percent ofInfour-year
recent years,
institutions
there
Case
has
had been
a multicultural
a growing focus
requirement
on how toforcapitalize
all undergraduates.
on its critical23niche,
studies ofcultivating
how these the
requirements
operate ofin critical
practicescholars,
demonstrate
continue
next generation
and
a myriad
for inclusion
and cultural
diversity
ensure
that of
the struggles
baton of outsider
jurisprudence
is passed
along.
requirementstheat organization
University of has
California
University
of
Internally,
shifted,Berkeley,
including
a gradual
California ofLos
College,
changing
theAngeles,
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leadership,of soWisconsin,
to speak, Mills
as well
as a
Columbia University,
San Francisco
State University,
downsizing
in administration.
For example,
from 2008Michigan
to the
State University,
University,
and Pennsylvania
present,
the Board Rutgers
of Directors
was intentionally
downsized, State
with
University.
a
growing 24number of Board seats being occupied by junior law
This6 sea change has been less at the hands of displacing the
professors.
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major
development
is ethnic
LatCrit’s
acquisition
a
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number of
studies
majors ofand
physical
spacehasfornot
therisen
organization.
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Campo Sano
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concomitant
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(Spanish
for “Campshows,
Healthy,”
or more
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(and as Yamane
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designed
to meet
Purchasedare
by
a
ten-acrediversity
parcel of requirements
land located inatCentral
Florida.
cultural
Berkeley
and 7Wisconsin
LatCrit
2011, the disciplines).
space is home
The
Living
Justice
taught inintraditional
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does
not deter
theCenter
canon
8 The physical
facility serves
and
the LatCrit
Community
defenders
from placing
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blame squarely
and exclusively
on
as
a means
the playing
field and
give LatCrit
activiststhe
a
ethnic
and“to level
women’s
studies.
Yamane
identifies
9 The space
intended
fighting
chance toofbehigher
heard.”education
vocationalization
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responsible for the
precipitous fall of Western Civilization and its relatively brief
Recent
assessments
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as theeducation.
hub of 25their
educational,
research,
presence
in higher
ultraconservative
National
Association
of Scholars
identifyand
that in
advocacy and
activism
to remedy
the imbalance
2010 none
of the 50
universities
they originally
studied
deficiencies
of prestigious
the current
legal system.
Having an
The NAS
bemoans
in 1964
require Western
independent
physical Civilization.
base has26 become
critical
as the
universities and law schools increasingly are even less
9:00 AM), http://www.dineshdsouza.com.
23 Arthur Levine and Jeanette Cureton, The Quiet Revolution: Eleven Facts
NamingMulticulturalism
and Launching and
a New
of Critical
Legal: Scholarship,
THE MAG. OF
2
about
theDiscourse
Curriculum,
24 CHANGE
HARV
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LEARNING
L. R, EV
no.
. 11,(1997).
(1992) at 25-29.
24 Seealso
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, supra
note 9, Conferences,
at PAGE# (evaluating
LATINA
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See
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THEORY
, on
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., http://latcrit.org/content/conferences/latcritmulticultural
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direct
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links to
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“the political
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(found by
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link Civilization
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seldom acknowledged, in particular its origins in the propaganda needs of
webpage).
, supra note
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at
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War I and
its aftermath.”
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and Stanford,Exchange,
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and Cold
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Study Space
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International
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Comparative
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: LCold-War
ATINA & era.
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simply
Symposia,
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LATCRIT: in
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(last dovisited
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they 5,
are2014).
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Freeman, and
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Ricketts,
et al., The
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García Hernández.
See About
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supra note 3 (listing
Disappearance
of Western
Civilization from
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OF of
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the
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on the ALatCrit
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Directors(May
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their available
respectiveatlaw
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NATIONAL
http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED540339.pdf;
see also Kevin Kiley Decline of
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(May AND
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'Western
Civ'?,Sano,
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8 Id.
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generally
increasing agreed-upon
irrelevance but
starting
really it
point
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stems
to thefrom
end of
the
a curricular
infamous
speech
phenomenon
by then-presidential
whose time hascandidate
come to Patrick
pass on Buchanan
the baton in
to more
1992
declaring
pressing questions
the culture
and
war:
approaches
“There is to
a religious
understanding
war going
world
on history
in our
country
and the US
for the
role soul
within
of America.
it. World It
history
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war,
studies
as critical
are two
to
the
sideskind
of the
of nation
same coin,
we will
as both
one day
displace
be asEurocentrism
was the Cold and
Warquestion
itself.” 6
Buchanan’s
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more fully
the writings
American exceptionalism
as social
facts.articulated
Not simplyin challenges
to
of
Allan Bloom,
William
J. Bennett,
E.D.a Hirsch,
Dinesh
D’Sousa,
Western
rationality,
they
constitute
deep and
fundamental
7 Conservatives
and
Dianne of
Ravitch
(before means,
her recent
questioning
what history
howconversion).
it unfolds to
shape present
conditions, and how the battle is really a future struggle over the
normative basis of society as either one of assimilation, hegemony,
REV . 1155 (2005) [hereinafter Santiago, Race] (analyzing culture wars and
and inequality or cosmopolitanism, multiculturalism, and social
their politics with regard to education, race and immigration); Francisco
justice.Culture by Law: Backlash as Jurisprudence, 50 VILL. L. REV . 1135
Valdes,

(2005) [hereinafter Valdes, Jurisprudence] (explaining the consequences of
backlash II.
Kulturkampf
on law and
society); Francisco
Valdes,
"We Are Now of
KULTURKAMPF
, ARIZONA
-STYLE
21ST CENTURY
the View": Backlash Activism, Cultural Cleansing, and the Kulturkampf to
Resurrect the Old Deal, 35 SETON HALL L. REV . 1407 (2005) [hereinafter
As Lipsitz analogizes, if Mississippi defined the 1960s, and
Valdes, Old Deal] (describing recent culture war cases and their effect); Denise
California
defined
the 1990s’,
seemsMatrix
that and
in 2010,
Arizona of
is
Ferreira da Silva,
Introduction:
TheitGlobal
the Predicament
ETON
In
"Postmodernisms":
An –
Introduction
to ground
the Critique
of Kulturkampf,
35 S27
today’s Mississippi
the testing
for racialized
politics.
H
ALLprescient
L. REV . 1281
(2005) of
(explaining
the criticisms
of Kulturkampf);
Martha
his
analysis
California’s
Proposition
187, the so-called
T.
McCluskey,
How initiative,
Equality Became
Elitist: The
of
“Save
our State”
anthropologist
Leo Cultural
Chavez Politics
discusses
Economics from the Court to the "Nanny Wars", 35 SETON HALL L. REV . 1291
the attempt of California voters, approved in 1994, to deny access
(2005) (analyzing culture wars from an economic standpoint); Sylvia R. Lazos
to public
benefits for or
undocumented
immigrants
residing Culture
in the
Vargas,
"Kulturkampf[s]"
"fit[s] of spite"?:
Taking the Academic
HALL L. Rof
EV . anti-immigrant
1309 (2005) (explaining
the need
to
Wars
state.Seriously,
It began35 aSETON
groundswell
rhetoric
in the
take
academic
culture
wars seriously);
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mid-1990s
that
I contend
has takenGuadalupe
on a renewed
momentum
in
Kulturkampf
Revelations,
Racial chapter
Identities notes
and Colonizing
Structures,
Chavez’s
“the current
wave 35
of
the 21st century.
SETON HALL L. REV . 1191 (2005) (focusing on the politics of racial identity).
immigration
reform
proposals
reflect
a
nationalist
response
to
this
Other scholarly works explore the legal relationship between Native American
28 It was written before Proposition 187
transnational
challenge.”
and
Black identities
and Kulturkampf.
See Carla D. Pratt, Tribal
was dismissed
state
and subsequently
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by two
Kulturkampf:
ThebyRole
of courts
Race Ideology
in Constructing
Native American
Identity,
35 Seton
Hall L.(the
Rev. Welfare
1241, PAGE#
(2005)
the law’s
federal acts
in 1996
Reform
act(examining
or officially
the
narrative
of white supremacy
and Opportunity
black inferiority
to shape Native
Personal use
Responsibility
and Work
Reconciliation
Act
American identities).
of 6 1996
and the Illegal Immigrant Reform and Immigrant
JAMES D. HUNTER & ALAN WOLFE , IS THERE A CULTURE WAR? A
Responsibility
Act –AND
IIRIRA).
Starting
with
antiDIALOGUE ON VALUES
AMERICAN
PUBLIC L
IFE 1 Proposition
(E.J. Dionne, 187,
Jr. Michael
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eds.,
2006). were clearly defining their battle along racial
immigrant
forces
7 See generally ALLAN BLOOM , THE CLOSING OF THE AMERICAN MIND
lines
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how the
American
higher education
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overturn
the federal
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Education
Act of 1974
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English
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1998] (discussing
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and genderrequire
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(1998) [hereinafter
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D’SOUZA, THE
END OF
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RINCIPLES
FOR A
affect
scholarship);
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M
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[hereinafter
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racial profiling
SB1070
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HIRSCH
whether
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E.D. born
the US Constitution
to is
endanautomatic
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CULTURAL LITERACY: WHAT EVERY AMERICAN NEEDS TO K NOW (1988)
US soil (re-introduced by Nathan Deal (R-GA) as the Birthright
(arguing that America is failing to teach children the basic knowledge that is
Citizenship
Act ofin 2009,
trump
up fears
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STANDARDS
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DIANNE RAVITCH
A
MERICAN Eor
DUCATION
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'S G UIDE (1990)
[hereinafterasRAVITCH
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conquest
multicultural
characterized
threats
to
(analyzing the history, purpose, and effects of nationalized education
standards); DIANNE RAVITCH, THE REVISIONISTS REVISED: A CRITIQUE OF THE
27 Lipsitz,
RADICAL
ATTACK
supraON
noteTHE
2, at 211-233.
SCHOOLS (1978) [hereinafter RAVITCH 1978]
28 Leo critiques
Chavez, that
Immigration
Reform
and Nativism:
Nationalist
(rebutting
public schools
are tools
used by theThe
government
to
O UT! THE inNthe
EW
Responseindividuals).
to the Transnationalist
Challenge
IMMIGRANTS
oppress
Seemingly following
the lead
of Ariana Huffington
NATIVISM AND
THEpast
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-IMMIGRANT
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UNITED
TATES , 73
recognition
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errors,
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most recent
two books
areSrebukes
of
(Juan
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changes
in education she advocated at the height of the culture wars.
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national from
different
security
its predecessors,
(a concern only
particularly
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sinceinit ahad
post-9/11
the benefit
US
of
Patriot
two years
Act era),
of planning.
and define the contours of the battle over who is
or who
Likeshould
the shift
be anin“American”.
conference scheduling,
What Chavez
other
firstchanges
identified
have
in
taken
1997 isplace
clearly
within
the the
blueprint
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anti-immigrant
including concerted
legislationefforts
circa
to
2010.
continue a process of institutionalization. In recent years, there
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Arizona
a growing
has focus
become
on how
the toepicenter
capitalize for
on itsanti-immigrant
critical niche,
continue
sentiments
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and ensuing
the next
legislation.
generation
Events
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in 1997
scholars,
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ensure
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thatthe
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fewer viable has
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crossings.
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the guard
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to speak, as
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a
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in administration. For example, from 2008 to the
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Withthe
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a
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6
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a
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the Border
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Department
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for “Camp
moretoliterally,
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a
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Round-Up,
the detainment
and in
inspection
papers7 Purchased
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LatCrit
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is home
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Justice
Center
looked like
“illegals,”
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of to
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profiling. Campus.
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class facility
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by
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a means
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playing
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a
targeting
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redevelopment
and byactivists
stopping
9 The space
is intended
fighting
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in to be
public
shopping
areas,
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unannounced house-to-house visits, and bus stops. 29
Things
have
since educational,
the 1997 Chandler
Roundto serve
as only
the worsened
hub of their
research,
Up. The
tactics and
of stopping
anybody
who looks
illegal, particularly
advocacy
activism
to remedy
the imbalance
and
with no
probable cause,
becomelegal
standard
policeHaving
practiceanunder
deficiencies
of thehas
current
system.
Maricopa
County Sheriff
Arpaio.
and Wonders
independent
physical Joe
base
has McDowell
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as
interviewed
Mexican
migrant
women
and immigrant
service
universities
and law
schools
increasingly
are even less
providers in Phoenix and Tucson to ascertain the impact of
surveillance and racial profiling. “Maricopa County Sheriff Joe
Arpaio emerged as one of the most powerful representations of the
Naming and Launching a New Discourse of Critical Legal Scholarship, 2
complex
interplay
H
ARV . LATINO
L. REV .between
1 (1997). surveillance and enforcement rituals as
& L
See also LatCrit
Conferences,
LATCRIT:[. L.ATINA
a disciplinary
force Biennial
in the lives
of migrants.
.] [H]e
isATINO
the
C
RITICAL elastic
LEGAL border”,
THEORY, the
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http://latcrit.org/content/conferences/latcrit“mobile,
of surveillance”, and the myriad
biennial-conferences/
(last that
visited (re)inforce
July 5, 2013) (providing
of the previous
enforcement rituals
migrantsa list
“illegality”
and
conferences, and providing direct links to view symposia
articles for some
30
vulnerability
as
a
disposable
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of
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years (found by following the respective year’s link to its corresponding
State Bill 1070 “Support our Law Enforcement and Safe
webpage).
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the longstanding
practice
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Additionally, LatCrit
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a substantial body
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from
31 This
several other
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interstate.
alia the
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Exchange,
the
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profiling
in stand-alone
an increasingly
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Study Space Series, the International and Comparative Colloquia. LatCrit
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http://latcrit.org/content/publications/latcrit-symposium/
Romero and Marwah Serag, Violation Of Latino (last
Civil Rights
visited
Resulting
July 5, 2014).
From INS And Local Police's Use Of Race, Culture And Class
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Andrea52Freeman,
. L.
Profiling:
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Case Professors
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Roundup
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REV . 75,
83-86 (2005).
César
Cuahtémoc
García Hernández. See About LatCrit, supra note 3 (listing
Meghan G.
and
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Wonders,
Migrantslaw
in
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on McDowell
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Board
of A.
Directors
andKeeping
their respective
Place:
Technologies of Control and Racialized Public Space in Arizona, 36
schools).
7 Campo
JUSTICE
Sano,
54, 62
LAT
(2009).
CRIT: LATINA AND LATINO CRITICAL LEGAL THEORY,
SOCIAL
INC,31http://www.latcrit.org/content/campo-sano/
Johnson, supra note 12, at 331-33. Recalled
(last
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visited
senator
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5, 2014).
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8 Id.
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make Buchanan
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culture (Proposition
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for the
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to
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(English
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will one
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Proposition
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Buchanan’s
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werefederal
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articulated
in the
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of the
recognition
for the
Dr.writings
Martin
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racial
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and
of
Allan King,
Bloom, Jr.
William
J. Bennett,
E.D.
Hirsch,
Dinesh
D’Sousa,
Luther
national
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7 Conservatives
intimidation
practices(before
by Sheriff
Joe Arpaio
that harken
back to
and
Dianne Ravitch
her recent
conversion).
the days of the Arizona Rangers, and most recently SB1070 that
emboldens law enforcement to verify the citizenship documents of
REV . 1155 (2005) [hereinafter Santiago, Race] (analyzing culture wars and
anybody detained who with “reasonable suspicion” may be in the
their politics with regard to education, race and immigration); Francisco
state without
documents.
The clear 50
mandate
REVracial
. 1135
Valdes,
Culture byproper
Law: Backlash
as Jurisprudence,
VILL. L. for
(2005)
[hereinafter
Valdes,
Jurisprudence]
of
profiling
of those
deemed
“illegal (explaining
aliens” istheinconsequences
determining
backlash
Kulturkampf
on law
society); Francisco
Valdes, "We
Are Nowfor
of
reasonable
suspicion
as and
it constitutes
an explicit
penalty
the
View":
Backlash
Cultural
Cleansing,
and the
to
driving
while
brownActivism,
or speaking
to an
officer with
an Kulturkampf
accent.
Resurrect the Old Deal, 35 SETON HALL L. REV . 1407 (2005) [hereinafter
Neoliberal nativism stands at the crossroads where free trade
Valdes, Old Deal] (describing recent culture war cases and their effect); Denise
ideology
meets
against the
andtheracialization
of
Ferreira da
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Introduction:
Thecriminalization
Global Matrix and
Predicament of
"Postmodernisms":
An Introduction
Critiquealiens.”
of Kulturkampf,
35 SETON
Latino immigrants
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in
H
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. 1281
(explaining the
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of Kulturkampf);
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how
free
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in the
era of NAFTA
and
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Equality
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PoliticsThe
of
DR-CAFTA
flow ofBecame
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Economics from the Court to the "Nanny Wars", 35 SETON HALL L. REV . 1291
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(2005) (analyzing culture wars from an economic standpoint); Sylvia R. Lazos
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agreements
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by
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spite"?: Taking
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in
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services, and
creating
SETON HALL L. REV . 1191 (2005) (focusing on the politics of racial identity).
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nativist sentiment
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three days prior to the issuance of his US birth certificate, most
(arguing that America is failing to teach children the basic knowledge that is
likely astothe
necessary
provision
of proof
of residency.
RAVITCH
, NATIONAL STANDARDS IN
required
function
in society);
DIANNE
AMERICAN
DUCATION:mother’s
A CITIZENborder
'S G UIDEcrossing
(1990) [hereinafter
RAVITCH 1990]
Don ERafael’s
card (identifying
she
(analyzing
the her
history,
of nationalized
education
entered with
son 5purpose,
months and
prior effects
to his birth)
and internal
INS
IANNE RAVITCH, THE REVISIONISTS REVISED: A CRITIQUE OF THE
standards);
documents Dthat
unequivocally dismiss the case against the family
RADICAL ATTACK ON THE SCHOOLS (1978) [hereinafter RAVITCH 1978]
are
highly
representative
of the timeframe of mass deportations
(rebutting critiques that public schools are tools used by the government to
targeting
U.S.
residents
of
Mexicanthedescent
– particularly
oppress individuals). Seemingly following
lead of Ariana
Huffington along
in the
recognition
of their
past errors, information
Ravitch’s most recent
two books
are rebukes to
of
the border.
Conflicting
makes
it impossible
the exact changes in education she advocated at the height of the culture wars.
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definitively
different
from
establish
its predecessors,
Don Rafael’s
particularly
birthplace,
since it
buthadviewing
the benefit
the
documents
of
two yearswithin
of planning.
the context of a Bracero Program that recruited
unattached
Like themale
shiftlaborers,
in conference
contradictory
scheduling,
recruitment/deportation
other changes have
taken
practices
place
such
within
as the
the El
LatCrit
Paso entity,
Incidentincluding
and Operation
concerted
Wetback
efforts
to
increased
continue
thea precarious
process of institutionalization.
status of Mexican-origin
In recent
families.
years, there
has been
It seems
a growing
that focus
immigration
on how to
violation
capitalize
events
on itsdocumented
critical niche,
in
continue
1954 mustcultivating
be viewed the
within
nextthe
generation
context of ofOperation
critical scholars,
Wetback, and
but
ensure
deportation
that hearings
the baton rarely
of outsider
enterjurisprudence
historical context
is passed
intoalong.
the
Internally,
deliberations.the
Notwithstanding
organization has
what shifted,
seems like
including
an obvious
a gradual
statute
is well documented
in as
the well
scholarly
changing
of limitations
of the
question,
guard 47initleadership,
so to speak,
as a
literature that
massive sweeps
the time from
did not
effectively
downsizing
in the
administration.
For ofexample,
2008
to the
distinguish
legal downsized,
resident aliens,
present,
the between
Board of Mexican
Directors Americans,
was intentionally
with
Bracero
contract
holders,
andseats
undocumented
immigrants
in law
the
a
growing
number
of Board
being occupied
by junior
6
one-year removal
of 1.3 million residents of Mexican descent. In
professors.
Another major
LatCrit’s
of a
the particular
case of development
Don Rafael, itis seems
from acquisition
existing evidence
physical
space
for the organization.
property,
Campo
that he was
completely
unaware of hisThe
noncitizen
status
and Sano
INS
(Spanish
for orders.
“Camp Healthy,”
or more
“Camp
Sanity”),
is
deportation
At any time
had literally,
he known
his status
was
7 Purchased
by
a
ten-acre
parceloptions
of landtolocated
in Central
illegal,
several
regularize
status Florida.
could have
been done
LatCrit
in 2011,
the space
home to The
Justice Center
(particularly
in 1986
IRCA islegislation
and Living
SAW programs
were
8 The
physical
facility
serves
and
the foregone
LatCrit Community
options
even thoughCampus.
he clearly
would
have met
residency
as
means
“to level the Had
playing
field and
LatCrit status
activists
a
anda work
requirements).
he known
hisgive
citizenship
was
The space
is intendedprovisions likely
fighting
chance
to be
in question,
even
inheard.”
1965, 9 family
reunification
would have allowed him to pursue US citizenship pathways if INS
to serve
the hub
of his
their
educational, US
research,
information
wasasaccurate
about
grandparents’
citizenship.
advocacy
remedylast
thename
imbalance
But Don
Rafaeland
hasactivism
a very to
common
and hisand
varied
deficiencies
the current
system.
Havinghas
an been
employment
has of
meant
his sociallegal
security
number
independent
base
has than
become
critical With
as his
submitted
by severalphysical
employers
for more
one Rafael.
and
law schools
less
name universities
coming up on
several
e-Verify increasingly
lists, the dayare
he even
sought
a U.S.
passport to visit his grandchildren in Mexico was the day events of
early 1954 Arizona and the long shadow of history caught up with
him. With testimony under oath establishing his Mexican
Naming and Launching a New Discourse of Critical Legal Scholarship, 2
citizenship,
as a life long US resident found himself
H
ARV . LATINO Don
L. REVRafael
. 1 (1997).
See also
LatCrit Biennial
fighting
deportation
in 2012. Conferences, LATCRIT: LATINA & LATINO
CRITICAL LEGAL THEORY, INC., http://latcrit.org/content/conferences/latcritbiennial-conferences/
(last visited
July 5, 2013)
(providing a listTO
of the
previous
V. CHRONOLOGY
OF EVENTS
PERTAINING
DON
conferences, and providing direct links to view symposia articles for some
RAFAEL CASE, 1954
years (found by following the respective year’s link to its corresponding
webpage).
Additionally, LatCrit hasAt
developed
substantial
body of scholarship
from
a dinnera with
International
labor
several
other
symposia:
interTimes
alia the
South-North
Exchange,
the
May
11 stand-alone
leaders,
Laredo
publisher
William
Allen
Study Space Series, the International and Comparative Colloquia. LatCrit
is told that A.G. Brownell suggested “shooting
Symposia, LATCRIT: LATCRIT: LATINA & LATINO CRITICAL LEGAL THEORY,
illegals” as a method of deterrence. (last visited
INC.,
http://latcrit.org/content/publications/latcrit-symposium/
July 5, 2014).
6 These include Professors Marc-Tizoc González, Andrea Freeman, and
47 “No
person shall
prosecuted,See
tried,
or punished
for violation
of any
César
Cuahtémoc
GarcíabeHernández.
About
LatCrit, supra
note 3 (listing
provision
of Sections
to 1428,
inclusive,
of Chapter
69 [nationality
the professors
on the1423
LatCrit
Board
of Directors
and their
respective and
law
citizenship
offenses] and Sections 1541 to 1544, inclusive, of Chapter 75
schools).
7 Campo
LATCRIT: of
LATINA
CRITICAL
LEGAL
[passport
and Sano,
visa offenses]
Title AND
18 ofLATINO
the United
States
Code,THEORY
or for,
INC, http://www.latcrit.org/content/campo-sano/
(lastthe
visited
July 5, is
2014).
conspiracy
to violate any of such Sections, unless
indictment
found or
Id.
the 8 information
is instituted within 10 years after the commission of the
9 Id. 18 U.S.C. § 3291 (2011).
offense.”
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generally
starting point
stems
the infamous
June 9agreed-upon California
roundup
and from
deportation
begins
speech
by 10
then-presidential
Patrick
Buchanan
in 1992
June
Phasecandidate
One of AZ-CA
Operation:
Bus-lift
declaring the culture war:
“There
is a religious
war going
on in CA
our
First
Greyhound
Bus leaves
El Centro,
country for the soul
America.AZIt with
is a detainees
cultural war,
critical
forofNogales,
fromas
the
San to
the kind of nation Francisco
we will one
day be detention
as was the
Cold War
regional
center
and itself.” 6
Buchanan’s sentiments
were more fully captures.
articulatedAintotal
the of
writings
roadblock/inspection
28
of Allan Bloom, William
J. Bennett,
E.D. Hirsch,
Dinesh to
D’Sousa,
buses with
1,008 migrants
are shipped
7 Conservatives
and Dianne Ravitch
(beforeforher
recent
conversion).
Arizona
rail
transport
to Mexican
interior.
June 17
Phase Two of AZ-CA Operation: Sweeps
Agricultural regions of AZ and Southern
REV . 1155 (2005) [hereinafter Santiago, Race] (analyzing culture wars and
CA
targets
of sweeps.
a
their politics with regard to education,
race INS
and authorities
immigration); find
Francisco
great
deal
of
grower
willingness
to
help
identify
Valdes, Culture by Law: Backlash as Jurisprudence, 50 VILL. L. REV . 1135
(2005) [hereinafter Valdes,
(explaining the consequences of
those Jurisprudence]
without papers.
backlash
Kulturkampf
on
law
and
society);
Francisco
Are Now in
of
June 20
Sweeps continued in Valdes,
same"Wefashion
the View": Backlash Activism, Cultural Cleansing, and the Kulturkampf to
Central
ValleyHALL
of California
by (2005)
setting[hereinafter
up bases
L. REV . 1407
Resurrect the Old Deal,
35 SETON
in Fresno
and
Sacramento.
Valdes, Old Deal] (describing
recent
culture
war cases and their effect); Denise
Ferreira
Global Matrix
the Predicament
of
Julyda3Silva, Introduction:
First Themobile
task and
force
deployed in
"Postmodernisms": An McAllen,
Introduction
to the
Kulturkampf,
35 SETON
TX
to Critique
set up ofroadblock
inspections,
HALL L. REV . 1281 (2005) (explaining the criticisms of Kulturkampf); Martha
inspect trains, and deter migrants from moving
T. McCluskey, How Equality Became Elitist: The Cultural Politics of
northward.
Economics from the Court
to the "Nanny Wars", 35 SETON HALL L. REV . 1291
15
First
dayanofeconomic
full operations
in Texas.
(2005)July
(analyzing
culture wars
from
standpoint);
Sylvia R.Focus
Lazos
Vargas, "Kulturkampf[s]"
or "fit[s]
spite"?: Valley.
Taking the Academic Culture
on Lower
RioofGrande
HALL L.
REV . 1309 (2005)
(explaining
Wars September
Seriously, 35 SETON First
deportation
via sea.
S.S. the need to
take academic culture wars seriously); Guadalupe T. Luna, Introduction:
3
Emancipation and Vera Cruz eventually sailed
Kulturkampf Revelations, Racial Identities and Colonizing Structures, 35
trek from
Isabel,
TX identity).
to
11912,000
(2005)mile
(focusing
on thePort
politics
of racial
SETON HALL L. REV . the
times, both
shipsNative
carrying
a
Other scholarly worksVeracruz,
explore theMX
legal26
relationship
between
American
and Black identitiestotal
andof 800
Kulturkampf.
deportees See
per Carla
trip. D. Pratt, Tribal

Kulturkampf: The Role of Race Ideology in Constructing Native American
Identity, 35 Seton Hall L. Rev. 1241, PAGE# (2005) (examining the law’s
And use
yet ofthewhite
question
is why
allegory
be relevant
narrative
supremacy
andwould
black this
inferiority
to shape
Native
now?
The
Obama
Administration
did
not
create
the
American identities).
6
JAMES D. Himmigration
UNTER & ALANproblem”,
WOLFE , IS but
THEREtheir
A CULTURE
WARhas
? A
“undocumented
solution
D
IALOGUE ON
ALUES host
AND Aof
MERICAN
PUBLIC LIFE
1 (E.J. Dionne,
Jr. Michael
spawned
a V
whole
questionable
enforcement,
detainment,
Cromartie eds., 2006).
and7 deportation practices that threaten civil liberties and
See generally ALLAN BLOOM , THE CLOSING OF THE AMERICAN MIND
protections
guaranteed
all persons
the US
Constitution.
(1988)
(explaining
how thetoAmerican
higherunder
education
student’s
souls are
Immigration
enforcement
during
the
Obama
administration
has
impoverished due to the higher education system failing democracy); DINESH
D’S
OUZA
, ILLIBERAL
DUCATION;(2
THE
POLITICS
OF RACE AND that
SEX ON
CAMPUS
now
reached
the Enumber
million
deportations)
surpasses
OUZA 1998] (discussing
howthe
race first
and gender
(1998)
[hereinafter
the two
forced D’S
deportation
campaigns:
duringpolitics
the
affect scholarship); DINESH D’SOUZA, THE END OF RACISM : PRINCIPLES FOR A
Depression known as the Great Repatriation and 1954 “Operation
MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY (1995) [hereinafter D’SOUZA 1995] (examining
Wetback.”
Theprejudice
Obamaisadministration’s
deportation
ofIRSCH
the,
whether
racial
an inherent or learned
trait); state
E.D. H
nation
persists
in
spite
of
executive
authority’s
wide-ranging
and
CULTURAL LITERACY: WHAT EVERY AMERICAN NEEDS TO K NOW (1988)
(arguing
America
failing
teachthe
children
basic knowledge
thatno
is
sweepingthat
powers
as iswe
saw towhen
DHSthe
reported
they would
IANNE RAVITCH, Npeople.
ATIONAL STANDARDS
IN
required
function“low-risk”
in society); D
longer todeport
undocumented
As Maria
AMERICAN EDUCATION: A CITIZEN'S G UIDE (1990) [hereinafter
RAVITCH 1990]
who is
Hinojosa’s fantastic PBS expose Lost in Detention 48 asked,
(analyzing the history, purpose, and effects of nationalized education
profiting
from
the
administration’s
target
of
400,000
deportations
standards); DIANNE RAVITCH, THE REVISIONISTS REVISED: A CRITIQUE OF THE
per
year.ATTACK ON THE SCHOOLS (1978) [hereinafter RAVITCH 1978]
R
ADICAL
(rebutting critiques that public schools are tools used by the government to
oppress individuals). Seemingly following the lead of Ariana Huffington in the
48 Lost of
in their
Detention
(PBS television
broadcast
Oct.
2011),
at
recognition
past errors,
Ravitch’s most
recent
two18.
books
areavailable
rebukes of
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/lostthe
exact changes in education she advocatedin-detention/.
at the height of the culture wars.
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different
Republican
from its solutions
predecessors,
to particularly
immigrationsince
reform
it hadinclude
the benefit
the
proposed
of two years
“self-deportation,”
of planning.
which is the epitome of neoliberal
nativism.
Self-deportation
strategiesscheduling,
purport toother
be a changes
humane have
way
Like the
shift in conference
of removing
the likely
11 million
immigrants
taken
place within
the LatCrit
entity, undocumented
including concerted
efforts
residing
in athe
United
States without proper
papersyears,
and there
most
to
continue
process
of institutionalization.
In recent
oftenbeen
without
any legitimate
pathways
to U.S.oncitizenship.
Being
has
a growing
focus on how
to capitalize
its critical niche,
neither humane
nor the
workable,
self-deportation
only scholars,
makes sense
continue
cultivating
next generation
of critical
and
once people
to stay
the shadows
of the law
and then
the
ensure
that choose
the baton
of in
outsider
jurisprudence
is passed
along.
central role the
the state
would play
forcing including
mass deportations
or
Internally,
organization
has inshifted,
a gradual
costly detentions.
Self-deportation
is theso great
lie ofasthe
political
changing
of the guard
in leadership,
to speak,
well
as a
nativist resurgence,
this time in
neoliberalfrom
guise.
Vigilantes
downsizing
in administration.
Foritsexample,
2008
to the
enforcingthe
the Board
borderoforDirectors
immigrants
based onwith
the
present,
wasself-deporting
intentionally are
downsized,
same
lie number
of neoliberalism
that being
societyoccupied
operatesby best
a
growing
of Board seats
juniorwhen
law
6 does not intrude in affairs (of course neoliberalism is
government
professors.
LatCrit’sderegulation,
acquisition ofand
a
mostAnother
often major
aimed development
at economicis policy,
physical
space Whether
for the organization.
property,
Campo
privatization).
the statementThe
is true
or not,
it is Sano
clear
(Spanish
for “Camp
more literally,
“Camp
Sanity”),
is
that neoliberals
are Healthy,”
most oftenorcloaking
their own
preferred
forms
7 Purchased by
a
parcel of
landthe
located
Florida.
of ten-acre
state intrusion
under
guiseinof Central
laissez-faire
policy.
Kansas
Secretary
of State
Kris Kobach,
architect
of Arizona’s
LatCrit
in 2011,
the space
is home
to The Living
Justice
Center
physical
serves
SB1070,
was the
key immigration
advisor
to facility
the Romney
and
the LatCrit
Community
Campus. 8 The
as a means campaign.
“to level the
and give
LatCrit
activistsas
a
presidential
A playing
“smoke field
‘em out”
proponent
– Kobach
is intended
fighting chance
be heard.” 9 The
counsel
of the toImmigration
Lawspace
Reform
Institute, sees state
governments as essential in turning up the heat to make
to serve immigrants
as the hubso of
their educational,
research,
undocumented
miserable
that they have
no choice
and activism
to remedy
imbalance
and
but toadvocacy
leave. SB1070,
with US
Supremethe
Court
approval,
allows
deficiencies
of the to
current
legal
system.
an of
Arizona
law enforcement
racially
profile
those Having
they suspect
independent
physical
has become
as in
“looking
illegal.” Similar
laws base
in Alabama,
such as critical
HB56 passed
and lawfederal
schools
increasinglylaw
arehave
evenalso
less been
2010, universities
seek to supersede
immigration
crafted and litigated by Kobach.
Immigration dilemmas have not been solved by increased
enforcement
and criminalization but it is the only tune that seems
Naming and Launching a New Discourse of Critical Legal Scholarship, 2
to
play
in
Washington
these days. Until a sane and effective legal
HARV . LATINO L. REV . 1 (1997).
ATINA &party
LATINO
See also LatCrit
Conferences,
LATCRIT: Lneither
immigration
system Biennial
is put into
place (something
is
CRITICAL LEGAL
THEORY, Iundocumented
NC., http://latcrit.org/content/conferences/latcritcommitted
to enacting),
migration will continue to
biennial-conferences/
(last
visitedwho
July pay
5, 2013)
a list ofare
thethe
previous
be
the likely result.
Those
the (providing
consequences
Don
conferences, and providing direct links to view symposia articles for some
Rafael’s
and
their
families
who
get
caught
up
and
split
up
in
the
years (found by following the respective year’s link to its corresponding
deportation
state
of
the
nation.
webpage).
Additionally, LatCrit has developed a substantial body of scholarship from
several other stand-alone symposia: inter alia the South-North Exchange, the
Study Space Series, the International and Comparative Colloquia. LatCrit
Symposia, LATCRIT: LATCRIT: LATINA & LATINO CRITICAL LEGAL THEORY,
INC.,
http://latcrit.org/content/publications/latcrit-symposium/
(last
visited
July 5, 2014).
6 These include Professors Marc-Tizoc González, Andrea Freeman, and
César Cuahtémoc García Hernández. See About LatCrit, supra note 3 (listing
the professors on the LatCrit Board of Directors and their respective law
schools).
7 Campo Sano, LATCRIT: LATINA AND LATINO CRITICAL LEGAL THEORY,
INC, http://www.latcrit.org/content/campo-sano/ (last visited July 5, 2014).
8 Id.
9 Id.

